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THE HIDDEN TRUTHS ABOUT AIDS

Durban (SOUTH AFRICA) July 11, 2000 ( GLAC) - The Thirteenth International

AIDS Conference taking place in Durban ( South Africa) amidst tensions and
controversies on dogmas, truths about the disease that has killed millions
particularly in Africa.

The South African president, Mr. Thabo Mbeki initiates the fight for the
demystification of this disease on the basis of the truths which remained
hidden by ' the specialists of

the Establishment ' and which, little by little, circulates everywhere. A
few days before the conference a UN report was made public. It sent an
alarm on ' the plague of the black continent ' while in the West AIDS is

essentially found in the homosexual community.

AT FIRST WAS AIDS

The controversy surrounding the true identity of the Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome ( AIDS) becomes an avoidable problem which keeps all

its power in spite of the covering up of those who claim they knew
everything all along on this multi-face disease. According to the world
Establishment, the VIH is the virus which causes AIDS. It is passed on

sexually and through the blood. Its origin is the fruit of Nature.

ŒDissidents‚, eminent professors from famous Western universities (like
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Harvard, John Hopkins ∑) as well as specialists of AIDS, believe that the
truth on this disease remains hidden because of the influence of ' large

sums of money, Prestige and of politics'. ' AIDS is not harmful ' they say.
While accepting that the disease which is decimating entire villages in
Africa is real, they categorically refuse to believe ' the dogmas ' that

this disease is due to the VIH. It is rather a hidden disease that one
covers up by attributing it to the VIH.

' Evidences accumulate quickly demonstrating that the original theory of
the VIH is not correct ' declares Dr. Steven Jonas professor of  preventive
medicine at Suny Stone Brook ( New York) in the 'Sunday Times of London on

April 3, 1994 '.

Dr. Charles Thomas, specialist in molecular biology and former Professor in

Harvard universities and Hopkins, says loud that ' The HIV-causes-AIDS
dogma represents the grandest and perhaps the most morally destructive
fraud that has ever been perpetrated on young men and women of the Western

world." (Sunday Times (London) 3 April 1994) '.

Shocking and surprising truths abound in the scientific world about the
disease whose hidden identity is due to political/ethnic reasons'. The

report of ' The Strecker Group ' in 1988, quoted by Leonard Horowitz in his
extraordinary book' Emerging Viruses Aids and Ebola: Nature, Accident or
Intentional ' warned:

' PLEASE WAKE UP! In 1969... (the) United States Defence Department
requested and got $ 10 millions to make the AIDS virus in labs as a

political/ethnic weapon to be used mainly against Blacks∑ The World Health
Organisation started to inject AIDS-laced smallpox vaccine into over 100
million Africans (population reduction) in 1977... '

These revelations might lead to indescribable consequences and mainly to
the complete discredit of the Establishment ' dogmas on AIDS ' . The

uncomfortable Establishment Scientists are already threatening the
inquisition style on Nobel Prize winners, members of  Academies of Sciences
and Emeritus professors of various Universities ' have to be arrested and

put in prison '.

According to Mister Peter Piot, executive director of the' United Nations
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Programme on HIV / AIDS ( UNAIDS), quoted by the ' Ottawa Citizen of
Wednesday , June 28, on 2000 ( page A8) ',' The debate on the cause of AIDS

is closed and was closed for a long time ' and he insists that ' the VIH
causes AIDS '. Mister Piot has certainly forgotten that no scientist has
the monopoly of knowledge on the AIDS. All these questions must be

discussed and all opinions considered.

THABO MBEKI THE REBEL

The South African president confronted by the reality of the risk of
extermination of the black continent and his own South African population

by the virus, reacts and rebels against the fake truths and the dogmas
propagated concerning ' this uniquely African disaster ' which kills the
homosexuals in the West while in Africa it has already decimated thousands

of people and will still decimate ' the half of African teenagers ' (the
future of Africa).

In his hand-written letter, dated April 3, 2000 sent to Presidents and
leaders of States of the whole world (among them Bill Clinton and Kofi
Annan), Mbeki denounces' the simple application of the Western experience
on the African reality ' describing it as ' absurd and illogical. One

criminal treason of our responsibility to our people '. He signs his
categorical refusal to abandon the search for answers to this specifically
African tragedy of the HIV. He denounces ' the campaign of intimidation and

the intellectual terrorism which claims that the only one freedom he
possesses is to conform to what they [establishment] decree as the
scientific established truths'. ' Some stir against these extraordinary

propositions showing a religious fervour of the degree of terrible
fanaticism. The day could be close when we shall see once more, books and
their authors sacrificed in the fire by those that believe that it is their

job to lead a saint crusade against the unfaithful '.

TOWARDS THE INTERNATIONALIZATION OF THE IDEA

Among those who received Mbeki's letter, are the presidents of the United
States of America, France and the UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan. The

government of India announced its intention to ask the International
Community for an inquiry.
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According to the Washington post quoted by Patricia Nell Warren, ' The
Clinton Administration has tried to hide Mbeki's letter ' restricting its

distribution not to make it public. The World Bank repositions AIDS matter
as a ' central question of Development ' and, in association with other
organisations (UNO, WHO, UNICEF, UNAIDS ∑) has already set up a world

policy on AIDS in which nations-States will have no choice.

According to the sources of Great Lakes Confidential in Durban and in

Pretoria, the
South African president is subjected to extremely heavy pressures to
abandon his views. In the Durban conference, he was accused of

irresponsibility. Others blame him for getting involved in a matter which
does not concern him and tell him to leave the question of ' the invention
of the AIDS in laboratory ' to the physicians.

THANK YOU FOR THE INTERNET

To lead the war against the ' blackmail ' of the genesis of AIDS and ' the
truths dogmatically publicised by 'the establishment ', the South African
leader has thought of a less expensive way to reach as many people as
possible: the Internet. In the front page, the photo of one of the fighters

against the apartheid, now a president and 'independent thinker ' appears .
Those who want to join his cause are offered the option of signing the
petition. A web site is available for them as well:

'http://www.virusmyth.com/aids

While the war has just begun, the face of AIDS may become even more hidden.

Meanwhile the Western homosexuals and African population are dying in mass.
The doggedness of the specialists of the Establishment against dissidents
arises the doubts . Behind their categorical refusal ' the dogmas of the

AIDS ' which generates big money', ' a crime against humanity ' is pointing
out.

MISS CANDIDA ACHOLA LAKONY'S INCREDIBLE  NIGHTMARE

JINJA ( UGANDA) July 11, 2000 ( GLAC) - The rape and mutilation of an

Ugandan girl Miss Candida Achola Lakony shocks and questions Ugandans on
what remains of the human consciousness. Captured by the Ugandan military,
' Uganda People's Defense Force ( UPDF) ', abused, tortured and her genital
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organ mutilated, Candida was unfortunate to be an Acholi, one of the main
tribes of the northern Uganda daily oppressed and terrorized by Yoweri

Museveni's regime.

The picture of Candida‚s mutilation plunges in nightmares. We are struck by

the degradation of the morality in this century of the civilized.

' WO II Nelson Kisale, a tutsi ' is corporal in the UPDF. The girl, , 24

years old, Ms Candida Achola Lakony is undressed of the white blouse which
hid her bosoms, from the skirt and the underwear which covered the nudity
appear an abdomen and a bare genital organ . Two other soldiers hold the

hands of the poor lady. On the right hand side, two others hold her legs,
widely separating them. A fifth soldier, tucking up sleeves, ' WO II Nelson
Kisale ', wearing a watch on his right wrist, pushes an iron bar in the

genital organ of Miss Lakony. Stretched out on the ground by her torturers,
powerless, her body appears clearly from the head to the knees just like  a
prey slaughtered by the hunters.

According Achola‚s relatives, similar barbaric actions are frequent since
the Ugandan army has settled in the north. ' This one makes a difference
because we have a photo as evidence '. The soldiers regularly invade

schools to identify and seize beautiful girls. ' Those who resist are raped
in front of their relatives '.

' The corporal WO II Nelson Kisale ' has tried to rape Miss Candida. After
several attempts, Nelson arrives with seven colleagues and find the girl
preparing the millet. They snatched and carried to a remote area where one

of the seven military surprised by the inhumanity of his colleagues took
the photo which made the issue known. 'The girl was mutilated, raped, her
head and pubic hair were shaved with bottle glass fragments. She was

abandoned to herself' tells one of the neighbours who fled to Jinja.

' After her humiliation, Candida tried several times to commit suicide. Old

women from the village tried unsuccessfully help in her own mourning. The
healing would be a miracle ' tells Francis Okello one of Candida's cousins.

Informed of the matter, president Yoweri Museveni rushes ' Deputy Army
Commander Brig. Joram Mugume ' to cover it up. To Mr. Mugume, Candida was a
woman married to Nelson Kisale who wanted ' to punish her in an exemplary
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way '. He alleges the photo is 'manufactured and aims at the disturbance of
peace '.

Candida's photo was published in the prestigious independent newspaper of
the country, ' The Monitor ' who, in return, received several death threats

. ' Wafula Ogutu, Charles Onyango-Obbo and David Ouma Balikowa ' editors of
the newspaper are arrested while the Minister Matembe demands that the
newspaper office must be blown up office. ' Everyone knew about Candida

>from the streets to the parliament . Decided to silence the story, Yoweri
Museveni summons  Miss Candida at the Presidency State House and forces her
to stay there allegedly for reasons of her own safety. Incredible but true,

Candida goes from the State House to the ' Central Police Service ' ( an
information office of the Ugandan police). She is now Luzira's central
prison. The commander of Gulu's military camp directly involved in this

matter was sent in the United States to further military training.

Washington strongly supports Yoweri Museveni in the terror that he spreads

in Central Africa. Personal friend of Bill Clinton, Madam Albright and
Suzanne Rice, Museveni leads a repression without similar in the North of
Uganda where poor Candida was tortured.

It is now well known that the igniter of the Rwandan genocide of 1994, the
shooting of the plane of the president Habyarimana was a deliberate action
by Paul Kagame supported by Washington. The revelation of this matter by

one Canadian newspaper ( National Post) actually confirmed by the UN, only
strengthened the dissimulation of the justice in the Rwandan crisis.

Madam Louise Arbour who has hidden the file containing this revelation
presides heads the Canadian justice. She resigned herself to silence,
without a word to explain the act which annihilates the credibility and

sense of her profession.

Museveni and Kagame, helped by Burundi, still supported by the American

government who provides weapons and military instructors, have launched an
war of occupation against Congo (former Zaire) since August 2, 1988, where
they occupy almost the half of the country, plundering diamond, tin,

precious wood etc. On June 8, the ' International Rescue Committee '
published a report from an inquiry led in Congo's occupied territories. 2
million people ( among which are 600,000 children ) died during the last 22
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months of the war. The report adds that an ' average of 2600 persons ' die
every day in territories controlled by the tools of Washington.

WARNING: THE PHOTO (of Miss Candida) YOU ARE ABOUT TO SEE IS HORRIFYING.

BY PUBLICISING IT, OUR ONLY INTENTION IS TO MAKE THE DEGRADATION OF
HUMAN  RIGHTS IN THE AFRICAN OF GREAT LAKES KNOWN. YOUR REFUSAL OF
THE SILENCE CAN  SAVE LIVES.

Click here to see the photo: http://www.africa2000.com/uganda/Acholi.html

N.B: Great Lakes Confidential is an e-mail newsletter published in French
since january 13, 1999. This is our first English Edition. Your comments
and suggestions ARE HIGHLY APPRECIATED.

Due to ill-intentioned people who sent us viruses to destroy our computers.
WE ASSURE OUR READERS THAT WE ARE GETTING SUITABLY EQUIPPED FOR IT.

AS A CONSEQUENCE, WE WANT THEM TO KNOW THAT WE DO NOT ACCEPT AN
ATTACHED MESSAGE UNLESS IT HAS SOME SUPPLEMENTARY EXPLANATIONS.
WE CAN NOT OPEN ATTACHED FILES  AND WILL HAVE TO ERASE IT.
We accept any document sent as a simple file.




